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In this work, we investigate the possibility to realize inflation and strong first order electroweak phase tran-
sitions(SFOEWPT) together with the relic density explanation. We studied the usual Higgs-portal real singlet
dark matter model and the global U(1) breaking complex singlet model with the pseudoscalar being dark matter
candidate. We focus on higher dark matter parameter regions due to the lower dark matter masses region are
almost excluded by the current direct detection experiments except that of the so-called Higgs funnel regime
with mDM ∼ mh/2. In both models, the SFOEWPT can occur through two-step where the magnitude of the
Higgs-singlet quartic couplings can account for the Higgs or singlet inflation. The usual Higgs-portal real sin-
glet dark matter model can not address the correct relic density together with the explanation of inflation and
SFOEWPT. With the complex singlet model, the correct relic density can also be obtained simultaneously when
the mixing angle 0.1 < θ< 0.2 and the dark matter mass is ∼ 800 GeV.
PACS numbers:
I. INTRODUCTION
With the observation of the 126 GeV standard model (SM)
Higgs, it seems the SM of the particle physics is complete.
Meanwhile, the searching for new physics at LHC is continu-
ing. On the other hand, the absent of dark matter in the model
make it unsatisfactory. The baryon asymmetry of the Universe
has puzzled the particle and cosmology physicists for decades.
The two shortcomes of the SM motivated a lot of papers from
particle and cosmology physicists as well as astrophysicists,
e.g., [1–17]. At the same time, the horizon and homogeneity
problems of the universe has been addressed by the inflation
very well [18]. Recently, several attempts have been moti-
vated to explain the dark matter and inflations, see. [19–25].
The mechanism of Electroweak brayogenesis can explain
the baryon asymmetry of the Universe with the cosmologi-
cal phase transition happen at electroweak scale where the ex-
tend of the Higgs sector is necessary, which can be detected
through the modification of the triple higgs couplings at the
collider, see. [26], that make it very attractive. For a recent
review of Electroweak brayogenesis, see Ref. [27]. The sin-
glet scalar extended SM has been employed to study the elec-
troweak phase transition(EWPT) extensively, see Ref. [28, 29]
for gauge singlet real scalar case, and Ref.[30, 31] for the
complex gauge singlet scalar cases.
When the gauge singlet real scalar carry some discrete sym-
metry( e.g., the Z2 symmetry), it can serve as the Weakly Inter-
acting Massive Particle (WIMP) dark matter candidate. As for
the complex singlet, both two configurations can serve as dark
matter candidates whenU(1) symmetry is preserved [32, 33].
The Higgs portal singlet scalar dark matter has been studied
extensively due to it’s simplicity and economy, see [34, 35]
for recent studies. Up to now, with the accumulating of di-
rect detection experimental data, the parameter spaces are
severely constrained, dark matter allowed region is pushed up
to around TeV for real and complex dark matter, see Ref. [36–
∗Electronic address: lgbycl@cqu.edu.cn
38] except the Higg f unnel regime mDM ∼ mh/2.
The Electroweak brayogenesis (EWBG) in the gauge sin-
glet model is impossible when an additional CP violation
phase is absent. An extra dim-6 operator at zero tempera-
ture is useful to account for the chiral asymmetry during the
process of EWPT for real singlet [39] as well as the complex
singlet model case as been studied in [30] recently, where the
dark matter relic abundance can be explained also. In the com-
plex singlet model, see [32, 40–42], the globalU(1) symmetry
can be broken and make the pseudo-scalar being the WIMP
dark matter candidate. And the cancellation of direct detec-
tion happens due to the mixing of the real part of the singlet
and the SM-like Higgs, as highlight in Ref. [43], can make
more WIMP parameter spaces being survived with the accu-
mulation data of dark matter direct detection experiments.
Motivated by above arguments, we will investigate the pos-
sibility to explain inflation, EWPT, together with dark matter
relic abundance with the complex singlet model. The model is
described in Sec. II, where the gauge singlet real scalar model
can be obtained when the global U(1) being reduced to Z2
symmetry with the U(1) breaking terms absent. The ingredi-
ents for cosmic inflation, SFOEWPT, and dark matter in the
model are given in Sec. III. The numerical results of the whole
physical pictures of the three components are accomplished in
Sec. IV. We conclude in Sec. V.
II. THE MODEL
In this work, we employ complex singlet scalars model with
the tree level potential of the model being given by,
V0(H,S) = −µ2h|H|2+λh|H|4−µ2s |S |2+λhs |H|2 |S |2
+λs |S |4− (12µ
2
bS2+h.c.) . (1)
A real mass term µb is introduced to break the global U(1)
S → eiαS symmetry, which make the imaginary parts of S
serve as a dark matter candidate. After insert the scalar field
configurations: HT = (0, h)/
√
2 and S = (s+ I A)/
√
2, we
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The vacuum stability requires the tree-level potential should
be bounded from below,
λh > 0, λs > 0, λsh > 0 or λsh >−2
√
λhλs. (3)
Here, the stability conditions should be satisfied until the
renormalization group(RG) scale being the Planck scale for
safety of inflation and EWPT, which have been computed with
the renormalization group equations list in sec.VI B. The min-
imization conditions of the potential are,
dV0(h,s,A)
dh
∣∣
h=v = 0,
dV0(h,s,A)
ds
∣∣
s=vs
= 0, (4)
which give rise to µ2h = λhv
2+λhsv2s/2,µ2s =−µ2b+λhsv2/2+
λsv2s . The mass matrix is then given by
M 2 =
(
2v2λh vvsλhs
vvsλhs 2v2sλs
)
. (5)
In order to diagonalize the mass matrix, we introducing the ro-
tation matrix R= ((cosθ,sinθ),(−sinθ,cosθ)) with tan2θ=
−λhsvvs/(λhv2−λsv2s ) to relate the mass basis and field basis,(
h1
h2
)
=
(
cosθ sinθ
−sinθ cosθ
)(
h
s
)
(6)
The mass squared eigenvalues are obtained as,
m2h1,h2 = λhv
2+λsv2s ∓
λsv2s −λhv2
cos2θ
. (7)
Identify the h1 being the 126 GeV SM-like Higgs boson, and
requiring the h2 is dominated by s set sinθ > 1/
√
2. The
quartic couplings can be expressed as functions of the Higgs
masses, v, vs and the mixing angle θ,
λh =
cos(2θ)
(
m2h1 −m2h2
)
+m2h1 +m
2
h2
4v2
, (8)
λs =
cos(2θ)
(
m2h2 −m2h1
)
+m2h1 +m
2
h2
4v2s
, (9)
λhs =
tan(2θ)cos(2θ)
(
m2h2 −m2h1
)
2vvs
. (10)
The mixing angle and the heavy Higgs masses are subjective
to the bounds coming from the LHC Higgs data, which force
the mixing angle θ to be larger than: |cosθ| ≥ 0.84 [29]. The
mixing of the h,s may leads to T parameter violation, which
set stringent bounds on the mixing angle and the masses of the
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FIG. 1: ∆T parameter in the parameter spaces of θ and heavy
Higgs mass mh2 .
heavy Higgs. One can obtain the oblique parameter T with the
formula of,
T = −
(
3
16pis2W
){
cos2 θ
[ 1
c2W
(
m2h1
m2h1 −M2Z
)
ln
m2h1
M2Z
−
(
m2h1
m2h1 −M2W
)
ln
m2h1
M2W
]
+ sin2 θ
[ 1
c2W
(
m2h2
m2h2 −M2Z
)
× ln m
2
h2
M2Z
−
(
m2h2
m2h2 −M2W
)
ln
m2h2
M2W
]}
, (11)
following the feynman diagram method in Ref. [44]. The SM
T parameter T SM can be recovered when cosθ = 1. We plot
the predictions of T parameter of the model in Fig. 1. The
quantity ∆T = T−T SM is subjected to the bound coming from
the current global EW fit [45]: ∆T = 0.09± 0.13. One can
obtain severly constraints on the θ stronger with increasing of
mh2 .
When the U(1) reduce to Z2 with the pseudoscalar and U(1)
breaking term being absent, the model reduce to the usual
Higgs-portal real singlet model, and when the Z2 is unbroken
at zero temperature the s field can serve as the dark matter can-
didate which can help the realization of singlet inflation [19].
Which will also be studied together with EWPT in this work.
III. INGREDIENTS OF INFLATION, PHASE
TRANSITION, AND DARK MATTER
A. The scalar portal Inflation dynamics
For the U(1) dark matter breaking model, the action in the
Jordan frame is
SJ =
∫
d4x
√−g
[
− M
2
p
2
R−ξh(H†H)R−ξs(S†S)R
+∂µH†∂µH+∂µS†∂µS −V (H,S)
]
, (12)
3where Mp is the reduced Planck mass, R is the Ricci scalar,
ξh,s define the non-minimal coupling of the h,s-field.
The quantum corrected effective Jordan frame Higgs poten-
tial at large field values (h(s)) can be written as
V (h(s)) =
1
4
λh(s)(µ)h(s)4 , (13)
along the two-field potential evaluated along the higgs or sin-
glet axis, where the scale can be defined to be µ∼ O(h)≈ h
in order to suppress the quantum correction. And the quar-
tic couplings λh(s) at planck scale can be obtained using the
renormalization group equations given in Appendix.VI A. We
impose quantum corrections to the potential and calculate the
quantum corrections in the Jordan frame before performing
the conformal transformation as in Ref.[46, 47]. After the
conformal transformation,
g˜µν =Ω2gµν, Ω2 ≡ 1+ ξss
2
M2P
+
ξhh2
M2P
. (14)
and a field redefinition
dχh
dh
=
√
Ω2+6ξ2hh2/M
2
P
Ω4
,
dχs
ds
=
√
Ω2+6ξ2s s2/M2P
Ω4
,
(15)
we obtain
SE =
∫
d4x
√
−g˜
(
− 1
2
M2PR+
1
2
∂µχh∂µχh+
1
2
∂µχs∂µχs
+ f (χs,χh)∂µχh∂µχs−U(χs,χh)
)
,
(16)
where U(χs,χh) =Ω−4V (s(χs),h(χh)) and
f (χs,χh) =
6ξhξs
M2PΩ4
ds
dχs
dh
dχh
hs. (17)
Basically, we can obtain h− and s−inflations depends on
if λh/ξ2h λs/ξ2s or λh/ξ2h λs/ξ2s , see Ref. [19, 48]. Then
the kinetic terms of the scalar fields are canonical. We get to
the Einstein frame by locally rescaling the metric by a factor
Ω2 = 1+(ξhh2+ξss2)/M2pl ≈ 1+ξhh2(s2)/M2pl with s(h) ∼
0. The non-canonical kinetic term for h can be resolved by
rewriting the inflationary action in terms of the canonically
normalized field χ as
Sinf =
∫
d4x
√
g˜
[
M2p
2
R+
1
2
(∂χ)2−U(χ)
]
, (18)
with the potential in terms of the canonically normalized field
χ as
U(χ) =
λh (h(χ))4
4Ω4
or U(χ) =
λs (s(χ))4
4Ω4
, (19)
where the new field χ are defined by
dχ
dh
≈
√
(1+ξhh2/M2p +6ξ2hh2/M2p)/(1+ξhh2/M2p)2 ,
(20)
or
dχ
ds
≈
√
(1+ξss2/M2pl+6ξ2s s2/M
2
pl)/(1+ξss2/M
2
pl)
2 .
(21)
for h− or s− inflations [19]. Note that λh,s and ξh,s have a
scale (h(s)) dependence.
The slow-roll parameters are then given by
ε(χ) =
M2p
2
(
dU/dχ
U(χ)
)2
, η(χ) =M2p
(
d2U/dχ2
U(χ)
)
.(22)
The field value at the end of inflation χend is obtained when
ε= 1, and the horizon exit value χin can be calculated with a
fixed e-folding number between the two periods,
Ne =
∫ χin
χend
dχ
1
Mp
√
2ε
. (23)
Therefore, one can calculate the inflationary observables ns
and r with the slow-roll parameters at the χin ,
ns = 1+2η−6ε , r = 16ε , (24)
Meanwhile, the amplitude of scalar fluctuations ∆2R can be
calculated as
∆2R =
1
24pi2M4p
U(χ)
ε
= 2.2×10−9 . (25)
The constraint on which is coming from CMB observations
[49], which can be used to determine ξh,s. We use the
Plank bounds[49] to require the values of ns and r to be
ns = 0.9677± 0.0060 at 1σ level and r < 0.11 at 95% con-
fidence level by assuming Ne = 60. The slow-roll parameters
r are typically of order ∼ O(10−2) for our cases. The stabil-
ity of the inflationary potential has been required by requiring
conditions shown by Eq. 3 from electroweak scale to planck
scale using renormalization group equations (RGEs) listed in
Appendix. VI B. The perturbativity of quartic coupling in the
potential are also required following Ref. [48].
The non-minimal coupling for single field inflation are gen-
erally of order O(104), which might leads to possible unitar-
ity problems at high scale around ∼ O(1013) GeV [50–55].
While Ref.[56–60] argued that the SM Higgs inflation do not
necessarily involve the problem. The studies of Ref.[56, 61]
indicates that the perturbative unitarity breaking can be healed
by the additional singlet. In this work, we do not address the
issue.
B. The cosmological phase transition calculation approach
With the temperature cooling down, the universe can evolve
from symmetric phase to the symmetry broken phase. The
behavior can be studied with the finite temperature effective
potential with particle physics models [62]. Through which
one can obtain the critical classics field value and temperature
being vC and TC to characterize the critical phases. Roughly
4speaking, a SFOEWPT can be obtained when vC/TC > 1, then
the electroweak sphaleron process is quenched inside the bub-
ble and therefore one can obtain the net number of baryon over
anti-baryon in the framework of EWBG. For the uncertainty
of the value and possible gauge dependent issues we refer to
Ref. [63].
The effective potential include the tree level Higgs potential
described by Eq. 2, the Coleman-Weinberg potential, and the
finite temperature corrections take the form of [64],
V (h,s,A,T ) = V0(h,s,A)+VCW (h,s,A)+V1(h,s,A,T )
+Vdaisy (h,s,A,T ) , (26)
With the field dependent masses being given in Ap-
pendix. VI A, the one-loop Coleman-Weinberg scalar poten-
tial in MS and Landau gauge is,
VCW (h,s,A) =
1
4(4pi)2
M4i (h,s,A)
(
log
M2i (h,s,A)
Q2
− ci
)
,
(27)
with Mi to identify eigenvalues of scalar matrix, and
other field dependent masses, here nh1,h2,h3,G±,G0,W±,Z,t =
1,1,1,2,1,6,3,−12, and cW±,Z = 5/6 with others ci being
3/2. The running scale Q is chosen to be Q= 246.22 GeV in
the numerical analysis process. The finite temperature correc-
tions to the effective potential at one-loop are given by [62],
V1(h,s,A,T ) =
T 4
2pi2 ∑i
niJB,F
(
M2i (h,s,A)
T 2
)
, (28)
where the functions JB,F(y) are
JB,F(y) =±
∫ ∞
0
dxx2 ln
[
1∓ exp
(
−
√
x2+ y
)]
, (29)
with the upper (lower) sign corresponds to bosonic
(fermionic) contributions. Here, the above integral JB,F can
be expressed as a sum of them second kind modified Bessel
functions K2(x) [65],
JB,F(y) = lim
N→+∞
∓
N
∑
l=1
(±1)ly
l2
K2(
√
yl) . (30)
Last but not least, the resummation of ring (or daisy) diagrams
are also crucial for the evaluation of vC and TC with the finite
temperature effective potential [66],
Vdaisy (h,s,A,T ) =
T
12pi∑i
ni
[(
M2i (h,s,A)
) 3
2 − (M2i (h,s,A,T )) 32 ] ,
(31)
where M2i (h,s,A,T ) are the eigenvalues of the full bosonic
mass matrix with thermal corrected effects being taken into
accounted(M2i (h,s,A,T ) =M
2
i (h,s,A)+M
2
x (T )), the thermal
correction masses M2x (T ) are given in Appendix. VI A.
Then the critical parameters of EWPT can be calculated
when there are two degenerate vacuums with a potential bar-
rier. Due to rich vacuum structures of the potential at finite
temperature, there can be one-step or multi-step phase transi-
tions. A SFOEWPT can be realized in the first or the second
step in the two-step scenario. When the U(1) reduces to Z2
symmetry with the A absent, one return to the usual real sin-
glet case. As studied previously in Ref. [67], the one-step
mode calls for a larger quartic coupling between h and s, two-
step phase transition can happens at a relatively smaller quar-
tic coupling between h and s. When the singlet s serve as
the dark matter candidate, the two-step mode indicates the Z2
symmetry is broken at some higher finite temperatures and
restored at some lower and zero temperatures. For the com-
plex singlet case, the studies of Ref. [30, 31] shows that the
dark matter masses effects on the evolution of effective po-
tential with temperature cooling down is negligible. And for
simplicity, we do not expect the A field get vacuum exception
value (VEV) at finite temperature, and focus on the case where
the vacua can happen along the h and/or s directions with the
temperature decreasing. Again, to obtain a strong first order
phase transition together with the successful inflation, we fo-
cus on the two-step phase transition here since the inflation
requires small quartic scalar couplings as studied previously
in Ref. [19, 48] and this work.
  
FIG. 2: EWPT types in Higgs-portal DM and U(1) breaking
DM models for left and right panels.
The phase transition types of the complex and real singlet
cases are shown by Fig. 2. The left panel is for the real singlet
case. In this case, the form of the finite temperature effective
potential reduce from Eq. 26 to V (h,s,T ) without A contribu-
tions. At the critical temperatures for different set of quartic
couplings and dark matter masses, one have two local mini-
mums, wherein
V (0,sAC,TC) =V (v
B
C,0,TC) ,
dV (0,s,TC)
ds
|s=sAC = 0,
dV (h,0,TC)
dh
|h=vBC = 0 . (32)
The right panel of Fig. 2 is for the phase transition type of
the complex singlet case. Considering the mixing of h and s
at zero temperature as shown in the Sec. II, one can replace
the classical fields h,s by h1,2 accompanied by the mixing an-
gle θ. The critical temperature and critical field value can be
5evaluated through,
V (0,sAC,θ,0,TC) =V (v
B
C,s
B
C,θ,0,TC) ,
dV (h,s,θ,0,TC)
ds
|h=vBC ,s=sBC = 0 ,
dV (h,s,θ,0,TC)
dh
|h=vBC ,s=sBC = 0 ,
dV (0,s,θ,0,TC)
ds
|s=sAC = 0 , (33)
when two degenerate vacuum with a potential barrier struc-
tures shows up for a set of mh1,h2,A and θ at finite tempera-
tures. Here, we assume the classical field A do not get VEV
at any temperature, as aforementioned.
C. The Higgs-portal dark matter candidate
1. Dark matter relic density
 
 
 
FIG. 3: Annihilation channels of the U(1) breaking dark
matter model.
The dark matter annihilation process are shown in Fig. 3.
The thermal averaged dark matter pairs annihilation cross sec-
tions are given by,
σvr = 〈σv〉ZZ+ 〈σv〉WW + 〈σv〉 f f¯ + 〈σv〉hih j , (34)
with i, j = 1,2 and these contributions are listed in Ap-
pendix.VI C, these formula simply reduced to the formula of
Ref.[19] for the gauge singlet, that gives rise to the usual
Higgs-portal real singlet scalar dark matter scenario. With
the thermal averaged dark matter annihilation cross sections
at hand, we calculate the relic density with the method of [68],
which is checked to be around percent level descrepency with
the micrOMEGAs [69]. The current value of the relic abun-
dance of dark matter Ωdmh2 ≈ 0.12 [70].
2. Dark matter direct detection
Due to the mixing of h and s, one can expect the h1,2 me-
diated diagrams contribute to the spin independent cross sec-
tion [40, 41],
σSI =
m4p
2piv2(mp+MA)2
(
gh1AAgh1
m2h1
+
gh2AAgh2
m2h2
)2
×
(
fpu+ fpd+ fps+
2
27
(3 fG)
)2
, (35)
where mp is the proton mass and v = 246 GeV is the SM-
Higgs VEV, and the central values of strengths of the hadronic
matrix elements, f , are given by [71]
fpu = 0.02, fpd = 0.026, fps = 0.118, fG = 0.836.
Here, one note that cancellation between the two parts can
happen depends on mixing angle and the heavy Higgs masses.
The behavior would relax the parameter spaces being bounded
by the direct detection experiments, especially after the
strongest bounds coming from the XENON1T [72]. The di-
rect detection bounds are set by rescale the dark matter relic
abundance when the dark matter is undersaturated [41]. It
should be note that after take into account the over-estimated
Higgs-nucleon interaction coupling fN [73], the parameter
spaces allowed by direct detection experiments can be ex-
tended.
IV. RESULTS
Before the numerically analysis of the inflation and EWPT
with the assistance of the complex scalar sector, we first com-
ment on the temperatures of reheating, electroweak phase
transition, and dark matter freeze out briefly. The parametric
resonance of the oscillating Higgs field to W bosons(singlet
scalar) via |H|2|W |2(|H|2|S|2) can help the the Higgs (sin-
glet) inflation reheating occurs[19, 74]. Ref. [20] studied typ-
ical small λs ∼ O(10−9− 10−2) for singlet inflation reheat-
ing. Ref. [75] studied s−inflation reheating with large λs,
which we can apply to our analysis. The reheating can hap-
pen through the stochastic resonance to the Higgs bosons or
the production of the s-inflaton excitations in the case of the
complex singlet scalar model. While, for the higgs-portal real
singlet dark matter model, the reheating can occurs due to the
production of the s−inflaton excitations where λs > 0.019.
After the reheating, the universe can undergo cosmologi-
cal phase transition at around the temperature of TC ∼ O(102)
GeV, then the symmetry breaking happens after that, i.e.,
EWPT happens. As noted by Ref [33], the freeze out
temperature(Tf s) should be smaller than the EWPT temper-
atures due to the thermal averaged annihilation cross sec-
tion(see Eq.VI C) in our relic density evaluation process is T-
independent. In particular, indeed in the the dark matter mass
regions smaller than ∼ O(10) TeV, one always can have the
Tf s ≤ TC. Therefore, one can calculate the relic density self-
consistently in that dark matter mass regions. Furthermore,
at this stage the non-minimal gravity couplings effect is neg-
ligible, for the typical case of dark matter decay through the
non-minimal gravity couplings we refer to Ref [76, 77].
As studied previously by Ref. [67], the SFOEWPT happens
more easy through two-step for smaller quartic coupling λhs
in the real singlet case, as shown in the left panel of Fig. 2.
Where, the Z2 symmetry can broken at finite temperature
and restored at zero temperature, see also [34, 78]. For the
complex singlet case, we find that only in the two-step sce-
nario(see right panel of the Fig. 2), the phase transition can
be strong first order for a smaller quartic Higgs couplings(see
Ref. [30, 31]) in order to account for the inflation. On the
6other hand, a larger coupling of the SM Higgs and the com-
plex singlet can easily be excluded by the direct detection of
dark matter. Instead, the U(1) breaking complex singlet case
is more easy to situate the dark matter framework than the
Higgs portal real singlet scalar case due to the exist of the
cancellation can relax the direct detection bounds on parame-
ter spaces [43].
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FIG. 4: Higgs-portal DM scenario. The freeze out
temperature is shown in dashed line. The solid line is for the
DM relic density, and the direct detection bounds from
Xenon1T are marked by blue regions. In the yellow and
orange regions we can obtain h(s) inflation and strong first
order EWPT.
For real singlet as dark matter scenario, as shown in
Fig. 4, in the parameter regions where SFOEWPT can be ob-
tained the dark matter masses are larger than 450 GeV, the
successful realization of inflation occurs around λhs ∼ 0.5,
larger(smaller) λhs is excluded by the stability bounds together
the requirement of perturbativity of quartic coupling. The
dark matter direct detection experiment Xenon 1T [72] ex-
clude the parameter spaces for dark matter mass mS being
smaller than ∼700 GeV. The parameter spaces that can ex-
plain inflation, and dark matter relic density is around mS ∼
O(1)TeV.
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FIG. 5: U(1) breaking pseudoscalar DM model for left and
right panels. The color-codes are the same as Fig. 4.
For the U(1) breaking complex singlet model, where the
dark matter candidate is the pseudoscalar. As in the usual
Higgs-portal DM case, a larger dark matter masses leads to
a larger suppression of annihilation cross section and the DM-
nucleon scattering cross section, and therefore results in cor-
rect magnitude of relic density that escaping the direct detec-
tion bounds. Here, the dark matter mass is totally determined
by the U(1) breaking parameter, i.e., µb. It should be note that
which is independent of the inflation dynamics since it do not
enter into RGEs of quartic couplings. The effects of dark mat-
ter masses are founded to be negligible for the two-step EWPT
process within this framework, as explored in Ref. [30, 31].
We present the results with mA = 800 GeV and θ= 0.1,0.2 in
Fig. 5. Where a larger vs(leads to ) and smaller mh2 is required
to successfully implement inflation. This is mostly because
that a larger θ is accompanied by a smaller vs and larger mh2
in order do not violate the perturbativity of quartic coupling
and can make the vacuum stable up to the Planck scale, as can
be figured out through the comparison of the parameter region
of the two panels. A SFOEWPT for a larger θ can be obtained
with a smaller mh2 and vs. The critical temperature of the
SFOEWPT is found to be O(102) GeV, which is larger than
the freeze out temperatures. The magnitude of the relic den-
sity can increase from under-saturate to oversaturate with in-
creasing (decreasing )of vs (mh2 ) since then one have a smaller
annihilation cross section of dark matter pairs. In the left panel
of Fig. 5, with a mixing angle of θ= 0.1, the dark matter relic
density is oversaturated though both the successful inflation
and a SFOEWPT can be accomplished. In the right panel, we
show the mixing angle increase to be θ= 0.2, it illustrates that
the dark matter relic density is undersaturated in the parameter
region where the successful inflation and a SFOEWPT can oc-
cur. The two panels indicates the correct relic density together
with the successful inflation and a SFOEWPT can be obtained
when the mixing angle 0.1 < θ < 0.2. With the increasing of
θ, the smaller vs regions would be excluded by the Xenon 1T
experiment since a larger θ can lead to a lower magnitude of
cancellation for the direct detection in the parameter spaces of
the same vs or mh2 , as indicted by Eq. 35.
V. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSIONS
In this work, we studied the inflation dynamics and cosmo-
logical phase transition in the framework of the usual Higgs-
portal singlet scalar model and the complex singlet scalar ex-
tended SM with the broken global U(1). For the Higgs-portal
singlet scalar model, the dark matter relic abundant is found
to be undersaturated within the parameter spaces where suc-
cessful inflation and a SFOEWPT can occur. In the complex
singlet scalar extended model, the simultaneously address of
successful inflation and strong first order electroweak phase
transition can be obtained with the dark matter masses be-
ing around 800 GeV when the mixing angle 0.1 < θ < 0.2.
In comparison with the usual Higgs-portal singlet scalar dark
matter case, the cancellation of direct detection in the scenario
of complex singlet scalar can be more easy to address the two
problems depending on the mixing angle and the heavy Higgs
masses.
With an additional CP-violation phase by implementing
with CPV dim-6 operator in the complex singlet model as
7in Ref. [30], the flatness of the potential will not be desto-
ryed and the baryon asymmetry can be generated during the
EWPT process within the framework of EWBG mechanism.
And then, inflation, EWBG, as well as dark matter relic den-
sity all can be addressed despite a larger dark matter masses
are needed in comparison with Ref. [30, 79] in order for rela-
tively small quartic scalar couplings required by the success-
ful inflation. A recent bubble nucleation analysis in the gauge
singlet scalar case(respect the Z2 symmetry at zero tempera-
ture) performed by Ref. [80] indicated that the two-step phase
transition parameter spaces there is strongly restricted. That
make detection of the bubble nucleation (proceeded by strong
first order phase transition) generated gravititional wave sig-
nal with typical frequency of O(10−4− 10−2)Hz by eLISA
more harder. The study of more general gauge singlet scalar
case with no discrete symmetry shows that the GW signal of
spectrum frequency of O(10− 100)Hz generated by a high
scale bubble nucleation with temperature ∼ 107 GeV can be
probed by aLIGO. The search of the parameter spaces in Fig. 5
can be performed through the resonant heavy Higgs search at
LHC and SPPC [26, 83, 84]. We left the GW signals and the
collider searches of the parameter spaces wherein inflation,
SFOEWPT, and dark matter can be addressed simultaneously
to future studies.
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VI. APPENDIX
A. Field dependent masses and thermal masses
The field dependent masses are given by,
M(h,s,A) =
 mhh mhs mhAmhs mss msA
mhA msA mAA
 . (36)
with
mhh =
1
2
(6λhh2−2µ2h+λhs(s2+A2)), (37)
mhs = λhshs, (38)
mhA = λhshA, (39)
mss =
1
2
λhsh2−µ2s −µ2b+λs(3s2+A2), (40)
msA = 2λssA, (41)
mAA =
1
2
λhsh2−µ2s +µ2b+λs(3A2+ s2). (42)
The mass matrix Eq.36 can be diagonalized, with eigenvalues
values being M21,2,3, other field dependent masses are,
M2G0(h,s,A) =
1
2
(2λhh2+λhsA2−2µ2h+λhss2) , (43)
M2G±(h,s,A) =
1
2
(2λhh2+λhsA2−2µ2h+λhss2) , (44)
M2t (h) =
g2t h
2
2
, (45)
M2Z(h) =
1
4
(g21+g
2
2)h
2 , (46)
M2W (h) =
g22h
2
4
. (47)
The thermal masses/corrections in the U(1) breaking model
are given by,
M2hi(T ) =
g21T
2
16
+
3g22T
2
16
+
g2t T
2
4
+
λhT 2
2
+
λhsT 2
12
,(48)
M2G0,±(T ) = M
2
hi(T ), (49)
M2s (T ) =
λhsT 2
6
+
λsT 2
3
, (50)
M2A(T ) =
λhsT 2
6
+
λsT 2
3
. (51)
for the scalar fields, the gauge fields thermal masses can be
found in Ref. [81].
B. Beta Functions
The one-loop beta functions for the various parameters can
be found in the Higgs-portal real singlet case [48] except that
for the complex singlet scenarios, the scalar quartic coupling
beta functions are replaced by
βλh =
3g41
128pi2
+
3g21g
2
2
64pi2
− 3g
2
1λh
16pi2
+
9g42
128pi2
− 9g
2
2λh
16pi2
− 3g
4
t
8pi2
+
3g2t λh
4pi2
+
3λ2h
2pi2
+
λ2hs
16pi2
, (52)
βλs =
λ2hs
8pi2
+
5λ2s
4pi2
, (53)
βλhs = −
3g21λhs
32pi2
− 9g
2
2λhs
32pi2
+
3g2t λhs
8pi2
+
3λhλhs
4pi2
+
λ2hs
4pi2
+
λhsλs
2pi2
.
(54)
8We use the electroweak scale values of the various couplings
consistent with [82] at the initial conditions of the RGEs.
C. DM annihilations cross sections
The relevant cubic and quartic interaction couplings being
given by,
gh1 = cosθ, gh2 =−sinθ,
gh1AA = λhsvcosθ+λsvs sinθ ,
gh2AA = 2λsvs cosθ−λhsvsinθ,
gh1h1h1 = 3[2λhv(cosθ)
3+λhsv(sinθ)2 cosθ
+λhsvs sinθ(cosθ)2+2λsvs(sinθ)3],
gh2h1h1 = 2(λhs−3λh)vsinθ(cosθ)2−λhsv(sinθ)3
+2(3λs−λhs)vs(sinθ)2 cosθ+λhsvs(cosθ)3,
gh2h2h2 = 3(−2λhv(sinθ)3−λhsvsinθ(cosθ)2
+λhsvs(sinθ)2 cosθ+λsvs(cosθ)3),
gh1h2h2 = v(3λh−λhs)(sin2θ)sinθ+λhsv(cosθ)3
+2(3λs−λhs)vs sinθ(cosθ)2+λhsvs(sinθ)3,
gh1h2AA = (2λs−λhs)sinθcosθ,
gh2h2AA = λhs(sinθ)
2+2λs(cosθ)2,
gh1h1AA = λhs(cosθ)
2+2λs(sinθ)2. (55)
With these couplings and the propogators of h1,2,
Dh1 = (4m
2
A−m2h1)+ IΓh1mh1 , (56)
Dh2 = (4m
2
A−m2h2)+ IΓh2mh2 , (57)
the thermal averaged annihilation cross sections are given by,
〈σv〉h1h1 =
1
64pim2A
∣∣∣∣gAAh1h1 + 1Dh1 gh1AAgh1h1h1 + 1Dh2 gh2AAgh2h1h1 + 2g
2
h1AA
(m2h1 −2m2A)
∣∣∣∣2(1−m2h1/m2A)1/2, (58)
〈σv〉h2h2 =
1
64pim2A
∣∣∣∣gAAh2h2 + 1Dh1 gh1AAgh1h2h2 + 1Dh2 gh2AAgh2h2h2 + 2g
2
h2AA
(m2h2 −2m2A)
∣∣∣∣2(1−m2h2/m2A)1/2, (59)
〈σv〉h1h2 =
1
32pim2A
∣∣∣∣gAAh1h2 + 1Dh1 gh1AAgh2h1h1 + 1Dh2 gh2AAgh1h2h2 + gh1AAgh2AA(m2h1 −2m2A) +
gh1AAgh2AA
(m2h2 −2m2A)
∣∣∣∣
×
√
(1+
m2h1 −m2h2
4m2A
)− m
2
h1
m2A
, (60)
〈σv〉h1h2bb =
3m2W
pig2
(
mb
v
)2
∣∣∣∣gh1(λhsgh1 −λsgh2)Dh1 + gh2(λhsgh2 +λsgh1)Dh2
∣∣∣∣2(1− m2bM2A ) 32 , (61)
〈σv〉h1h2tt =
3m2W
pig2
(
mt
v
)2
∣∣∣∣gh1(λhsgh1 −λsgh2)Dh1 + gh2(λhsgh2 +λsgh1)Dh2
∣∣∣∣2(1− m2tm2A ) 32 , (62)
〈σv〉h1h2WW =
m4W
8pim2A
∣∣∣∣gh1(λhsgh1 −λsgh2)Dh1 + gh2(λhsgh2 +λsgh1)Dh2
∣∣∣∣2(1− m2Wm2A ) 12 (2+(1−2 m
2
A
m2W
)2) , (63)
〈σv〉h1h2ZZ =
m4Z
16pimA2
∣∣∣∣gh1(λhsgh1 −λsgh2)Dh1 + gh2(λhsgh2 +λsgh1)Dh2
∣∣∣∣2(1− m2ZmA2 ) 12 (2+(1−2m
2
A
m2Z
)2) . (64)
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